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Lauren Wiseman
News Editor
In the words of Digital Content Director Paul Shepherd, “Until now, we haven’t had a true ‘Intranet’ except for
a single page of links.” For Rose-Hulman’s office of Communications & Marketing, as well as areas across the entire
Institute, it has been an on-going path to change that. The
solution is My Rose-Hulman, and it launches today, December 5. Shepherd and Internal Communications Manager Hayley Kuepers conducted two info sessions to answer questions and provide a crash-course in how this new
service would work.
Although it is replacing Rose’s Intranet, to call
My Rose-Hulman would unfairly limit the number
of services it can provide. Shepherd explained, “It’s
an internal website that will be a central hub to
house resources for the campus community.” Anything from student-relevant forms and policies to
news items for the entire campus. Not only that,
this will introduce Rose’s first integrated calendar
and altogether replace SharePoint through its Bul-

The My Rose-Hulman team
emailed out a list of features available
to users, which included the previously mentioned Bulletin Board, integrated calendar, and student forms. The
Bulletin Board, intended to replace
SharePoint, lets students post announcements, which can be categorized in ways like “Books for Sale,”
“Housing,”
and
just
general
“Announcements.” This will create a
cleaner approach to distributing and
receiving information. The calendar is
syncable to the Outlook calendar, and
can be limited to athletic events, lectures and seminars; as well as be filtered to student events, staff events,
and faculty events.
Student organizations can also
create a site for their clubs on My Rose
-Hulman. Announcements, events,
and club communication is made easier on the site through the communications tool Yammer,
and the site’s other
features. If clubs and
organizations
are
interested in creating a site for My
Rose-Hulman, they
are encouraged to My Rose-Hulman promises a simplified one-stop site for
talk to Kristen Latta students, faculty, and staff alike.
and Kristen Loyd
who can facilitate Photo Courtesy of Rose-Hulman
that process.
The homepage of My Roseof the resources and tools needed to most efficiently
Hulman actually creates opportunavigate their day,” she explained. Kuepers and
nities for campus-wide connection. Polls give stuShepherd encourage students to become familiar
dents the chance to give input on pop culture, as
with the service. Everything they need will be conwell as suggest future polls. The spotlight section is
densed to this site, which will cut down on the time
a chance to highlight the accomplishments of stustudents spend hunting for links, forms, and more.
dents, staff, and faculty members. Members of the
So take some time to check out My RoseRose-Hulman community can also submit photos
Hulman
and have look around.
from around campus for a chance to be featured on

“They’ll have access to all
of the resources and tools
needed to most efficiently
navigate their day.”
letin Board. Students also have quick links to Moodle and Banner through the site.
As mentioned before, this has been an effort
from Communications & Marketing and the entire
Institute. Kuepers said the project “started with a
core team of VPs and directors that represented the
aforementioned departments—from Academics to
Facilities.” A group of end users provided feedback
to continuously improve the site. “This has truly
been a collaborative effort,” Kuepers said. “This
project has been in the works for nearly two years.”

the homepage.
For incoming freshman of the 2017-18 year, My RoseHulman will be their homepage as soon as they open their
browser, but for current students, Kuepers hopes they will
adopt it as their homepage. “They’ll have access to all
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Evë Maquelin
Staff Writer
Swinging skirts, flying feet,
and rambunctious rhythms swept
across the transformed Union
last Saturday, where the Rose
Swing Club put on its 8th annual
Winter Gala. With well over 100
people in attendance, it marks
one of the biggest swing events to
ever occur at Rose-Hulman.
The night kicked off with a
beginner’s lesson, where Rose
Swing officers, sophomore optical
engineer Audrey Brand and sen-

ior mechanical engineer David
Everhart, covered the basics of
East Coast Swing, a form of social
dancing developed in the 1940s.
Praised for its ease of instruction,
it was a perfect choice for Saturday’s event as over half of the attendees had never danced before.
Though most were Rose students,
members of the Indiana swing community came as well, including students from other universities like Ball
State and Purdue. Many Rose alums
came back as well, thankful for a
chance to reconnect with the school.
Rose graduate Melissa Montgomery
gushed about the event, saying, “It

Dancers of all skill levels enjoying an evening of social dancing.
Photo by Evë Maquelin

The Rose Thorn
Meet Tuesdays
O259 5:15pm

was great to
see the enthusiasm
for
swing
dancing at
Rose with a
packed
floor. It's a
great event
to
reconnect
with
alums and
meet new
people who
love dancing and science.”
The
enthusiastic atmos- 2012 grad Melissa Montgomery and Daniel Miles whipphere was ping out the partner Charleston.
in
large
part due to Photo by Evë Maquelin
the
live
music, supplied by the Diana Da"Dance the night away, with only
vis Gypsy Jazz Trio, a swing band
positive looks about how ridicufrom Indiana. An array of
lous you were!" mentioned stustringed instruments accented by
dent Thad Hughes. For those still
a lively accordion and clarinet,
interested in swing dancing at
the group lit up the typically drab
Rose, the swing club meets Tuescafeteria with both classic and
days and Wednesdays at 8:30 in
original tunes that were nothing
the SRC multipurpose room, no
short of a blast to dance to.
partner necessary!
All in all, the event was wildly
successful, providing a welcoming and fun environment for new
and experienced dancers alike.
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iPhone Shutdown Malfunction Prompts Outrage
While Android users remain unaffected, more
and more voices are being raised in concern Apple’s
iPhone 6s has a shutdown malfunction. The problem
has become so obvious and prevalent that even China Consumers Association gave Apple a warning and
a list demands for basically the acknowledgement of
issues to be a bigger problem than what Apple is
claiming.
However, Apple has denied the existence of said
issue and subsequently are not admitting fault. Tony
Fadell, former Apple executive, has acknowledged
that his very own iPhone is having the shutdown
malfunction via Twitter. Whether Apple admits the
existence of the issues several iPhone users are experiencing, will only be revealed later on.
As the voices of both users and China Consumers
Association continue on, Apple may be forced to
take appropriate actions similar to Samsung’s apology after the Galaxy Note 7 explosion fiascos.
Australian Students Recreate Daraprim for Cheap
Daraprim is currently one of the best treatments
available for fighting parasitic infections and is used
to treat malaria. In 2015, Martin Shkreli, former
CEO of pharmaceutical company Turing, raised the
prices of Daraprim from $13.50 per tablet to $750
per tablet. As a result, Turing has come under fire
with claims the company cares more for the monetary gain than the actual treatment of patients.
Recently, a group of students in Australia made
the drug Daraprim for the cost about $2 a dose.
Shkreli fired back via Twitter with doubts regarding
the students’ drug’s effectiveness and safety, as well
as expressing his outrage. Later, though, he would
claim his words were misinterpreted, and congratulated the students on their success.
Stabbing at University of Southern California
On December 2, 2016, a 911 call was made
from the University of Southern California.
The call was made by the victim of a knife attach. The victim was Bosco Tjan, a psychology
professor for the institution. Tian would later
succumb to his injuries from multiple stab
wounds. The suspect, a student of the professor, was arrested. The name of the suspect has
not been released, but police have stated the
suspect is male, and in his 20s.
Furthermore, the police claim the act was
fully intentional. Professor Tian was specifically targeted, and not the victim of a random
murder. The murder is one of several violent
cases appearing in several other campuses such
as the University of California, Los Angeles
and The Ohio State University.
The violence occurring at America’s colleges are not related, but worries are rising
among students and faculty for their own safety.
Four New Elements Added to the Table
Chemistry is in the news today, as the beloved periodic table is getting an upgrade.
About a year ago, four new elements were discovered. The names for these elements were
given placeholder names: ununtrium (element
113), ununpentiu (115), ununseptium (117), and
ununoctium (118).
When the International Union of Pure and
Applied Chemistry officially met, they moved
away from all the U-terms to bestow names upon each new element. The new names include
Nihonium (Nh) for element 113, Moscovium
(Mc) for element 115, Tennessine (Tn) for element 117, and Oganesson (Og) for element 118.
Three of the four names were given to honor the locations of where the elements were
discovered: Japan (Nihon is the common Japanese name for Japan); Moscow, Russia; and
Tennessee, United States. However, Oganesson
was named to honor element hunter and nuclear physicist Yuri Oganessian.
Taiwanese Phone Call Angers Chinese Government
President-Elect
Donald
Trump
is
no
stranger to controversy, and the latest topic is
his phone call with Taiwanese President Tsai
I n g - w e n . The phone call is unprecedented, as the
United States and Taiwan severed relations in 1979.
The phone call has ruffled feathers, especially
those of China’s government. China’s foreign minister described the call as a “small trick by Taiwan.”
Mike Pence spoke up on the matter. “The
waters here seem like a little bit of a tempest
in a teapot.” He added, “I think you’re going to
see in a President Donald Trump a willingness
to engage the world but engage the world on
America’s terms.”

As part of the Center for Diversity
Speaker Series, Rose-Hulman recently
hosted a rising star in journalism and stereotype-busting: Noor Tagouri, the first hijabi journalist to grace American television.
On November 4th, Tagouri spoke of her
life, trials, and ultimate success at both a
conventional large audience presentation at
Hatfield Hall, as well as a more personable
luncheon in the Kahn Room.
Aside from her success as a news producer, blogger, and associate journalist,
Tagouri has seen great success when it
came to breaking down barriers and stereotypes of all kinds, as well as spreading
awareness on a variety of social issues. The
most obvious being her #LetNoorShine
campaign, relating to her dream of being
the first hijabi journalist, but beyond that
Tagouri is the first speaker in the series.
Tagouri also spearheaded The Noor Effect,
a collaborative effort with Lisn Up Clothing Photo Courtesy of noortagouri.com
wherein half of the proceeds of their program funds efforts to combat sex trafficking.
has deadlines, responsibilities, and
Beyond her activism in social media,
complications, and it is important to
Tagouri has also awareness for those
respect whatever is given (or not given).
suffering
from
institutional
abuse
Secondly, it is always polite to offer
through her documentary, The Trouble
to bring something to the metaphorical
They’ve Seen: The Forest Haven Story .
and literal table. When requesting to
During her talk, Tagouri spoke of how
shadow an anchor or journalist, Tagouri

“One must understand that one is
owed nothing from anyone. Everyone
has deadlines, responsibilities, and
complications...”
she managed to achieve her dreams: perseverance. While that may sound like a catch
all descriptor for how anyone achieved any
kind of success in life, Tagouri shared exactly how she accomplished this feat. She was
persistently annoying, in the politest way. In
her words, “Persistent, annoying people get
[things] done.”
The best example of persistent annoyance for positive purpose would be Tagouri’s
anecdotes about how she contacted news anchors and other professionals with requests
to shadow them at work or provide whatever
advice they could. S h e k i n d l y s h a r e d h e r
three rules for going about making such
requests. The first was more of a mindset: one must understand that one is
owed nothing from anyone. Everyone

would offer to bring a bagel, coffee, or
lunch; something to demonstrate that
one appreciates the recipient’s time is
valuable.
Tagouri’s final tip is one everyone remembers from TechCom but still bears repeating: do the research. If one wants to
demonstrate to a professional (especially a
professional journalist) that takes this request or opportunity seriously, the best way
to do so is to have read up on the individual
in advance.
Noor Tagouri’s presentation has provided the Center for Diversity Speaker Series
with a grand start. The next participant, Judy Shepard, will speak this afternoon on tolerance and safety in schools for LGBT s t u dents.

Entertainment 4
It’s not harry potter and that’s okay
A Review of Fantastic Beasts and Where to find them
Lauren Wiseman
News Editor
Harry Potter is back…only, he isn’t. Sure,
we are still in the universe crafted by J.K.
Rowling, but viewers are treated to an American twist on the cultural juggernaut during
the Jazz Age. “Fantastic Beasts and Where to
Find Them” is a full-length film based on a
textbook referenced in the Harry Potter series; or, rather, a film surrounding the research behind the textbook. Convoluted, sure,
but the David Yates-directed swish-and“flick” (see what I did there?) is a delightful
return into the magical world and a promising
start to a new franchise with a minimal number of snags along the way. Be warned, in order to discuss said snags, I need to delve into
some spoilers.
One thing “Fantastic Beasts and Where to
Find Them” has going for it above all else is
that it is not a Harry Potter film. I am being
entirely serious when I say that, too. To continue the legacy of a film franchise as monstrous as Harry Potter is a huge undertaking,
but because “Fantastic Beasts” is unencumbered by the source material, it is allowed to
flourish. Magic in mundane situations, spells
flung by adults who knew what they were doing, and Jazz Age America. Really and truly, it
was what the fanbase needed: a fresh take on
the universe populated with new characters
and a different big bad guy.
Speaking of those new characters, the
movie could not have chosen better actors…
more or less (but more on that later). Eddie
Redmayne is charmingly awkward as Newt
Scamander. He looks like he is having the
time of his life, and he displays a wide range
of emotions despite being quiet and reserved.
His acting is complemented by Katherine
Waterson, playing Porpentina “Tina” Goldstein, an agent working for the Magical Congress of the United States of America
(MACUSA). Waterson portrays Tina with a
graceful air, capturing Tina’s guarded nature

Lauren Santichen
Flipside Editor
Those of the comicverse know of Dr.
Strange and his seemingly magical powers, but to those of us raised on the cartoons and movies based on said comics,
Dr. Strange is a new face, the first of
many to come to us in the next few years.
Between faces like the Black Panther and
Marvel’s newest Spider-Man, Dr. Strange
manages to wrangle a spotlight all his
own through his unique use of magic and
the mind.
As the story starts out, Dr. Stephen
Strange -a medical doctor unlike Dr. Banner -is a world-renowned surgeon and at
the leading edge of theory and practice,
the likes of which has left him famous
beyond belief. This fame has also left him
arrogant and proud, something that
doesn’t bode well for him when he crashes his car and ruins his hands from ever
holding a scalpel again.
Distraught and desperate, Dr. Strange
forces away all of his friends and acquaintances, chasing after pure theories
and miniscule chances in an effort to heal
himself and go back to what his life once

The Doctor Is In.
Photo courtesy of comicverse.com

with
aplomb.
Dan
Fogler really steals the
show as Jacob Kowalski, our resident NoMaj Fogler gives an endearing
performance
that made my brother
cry in the seat beside
me. And while Kowalski
is clearly written to be
the buffoon and comic
relief, Fogler is not limited by that archetype,
and it shows. Colin Farrell gives a strong performance, too, as MACUSA Auror Percival
Graves. He is ruthless
and
charismatic,
though a bit obvious
with his sinister black Pack your bags for a, dare I say it, fantastic adventure.
coat. His interactions
with the shriveled Cre- Photo courtesy of vougue.com
dence Barebone (Ezra
Miller, in a far cry from his days in “Perks of
Being a Wallflower”) are executed very well,
real, the magic is everywhere. The spells are
leaving viewers scratching their heads and
used more readily and more frequently. Magic
their skin crawling.
is fast and loose in America, and with a handy
(Here is where we get into spoilers, so
memory charm, these witches and wizards are
skip to the next paragraph if you want to
more inclined to, y’know, actually use magic
avoid them.) Even though Farrell gives a great
to solve their problems. And while I miss
performance, it is essentially wasted. Lately,
some of the practical effects of the earlier
the franchise has raised concerns with rumors
films, from the Niffler to the Bowtruckle to
of Johnny Depp being cast, supposedly as Gelthe Mooncalf, each beast was beautifully renlert Grindelwald. Turns out, those casting rudered. It makes me excited for the possibilimors are true, and it was the one thing I disties in the later films.
liked about the film. Graves proved to be a
Leave me some time to think about it, but
formidable foe, and the film stripped it away
this might be my favorite film of the Harry
revealing a washed-out and washed-up Depp
Potter universe. While it does not capture the
as Grindelwald. It was a huge letdown, and it
original whimsy of the first film, I am excited
felt shoehorned in just to set up the sequels.
about Harry Potter again, and this film is new
That being said, the magic and fantastic
enough that fandom fatigue is less likely to set
beasts were amazing. The visual effects are
in. If you have not seen it already, take some
stunning, and so dueling is even more satisfytime to watch it—I recommend it.
ing to watch. Now that the films are dealing
with adults who know how to use magic for

was. During this time, he meets a man
that he had refused to have as a patient,
claiming his case was incurable. The man
will not teach him the answer to his miraculous recovery, but he will point him
in the right direction. After spending the
last of his money and buying a one -way
trip to India, Dr. Strange finds what he is
looking for in the most unlikely of places.
Being a man of science, Dr. Strange
refuses to believe the teachings of the
Ancient One, a person with immense
powers and knowledge of spiritual matters. A quick demonstration puts him in
his place and gains his acceptance. Begging to be taught, Dr. Strange undergoes
a transformation of epic proportions.
Though the nerves in his hands are still
damaged beyond repair, he learns of a
vast world, a vast many worlds, that are
separate from his own and a power to
draw from them to create spells and
weapons through the use of his own
mind.
For those who follow the YouTube
channel, The Game Theorists, the science
behind these so -called ‘magic weapons’
has already been explained. In a study
from December 2003, it was determined
through the use of a
special substance and
situation that light particles were able to crash
into and take on the attributes of atoms. These
light-atoms then bound
themselves
to
other
light-atoms and acted
as a singular mass -a
crystal. We can see this
in the mirror world and
mirror weapons used by
the
villains
in
Dr.
Strange
-crystal-like
structures that reflect a
vast number of fractals
back to the
person
trapped inside. We also
see
this
when
Dr.

Strange first uses his understanding to
turn back time and the divergence of other parallel worlds appear in front of him.
Now,
once
this
experiment
was
stopped and the light -atoms returned to
their original state as light particles, the
crystalline structure disappeared, something that doesn’t quite happen in the
movie. The villains aren’t using high -tech
machines and light generators to create
their weapons, according to the movie
they are simply using their minds and
‘magic’ to perform these tasks. There appears to be no evidence of this, as of yet.
With new scientific advancements everyday, it is not out of reach for creativity
sake, but it is definitely out of the realm
of current possibilities. So it can only be
assumed that the movie is telling the
truth in this aspect and that there is a
factor of ‘magic’ involved. This ‘magic’,
as stated in both Thor and Dr. Strange,
comes from a “technology so advanced as
to appear as magic.” So it’s possible that
we can attain it someday, but not for
quite a while yet.
Getting back to the matter at hand,
Dr. Strange is certainly an interesting
film with a larger emphasis on science
and technical lingo that I, personally, enjoyed. I liked the fact that many parts are
supported by theory and limitations of
mankind as well as overcoming those limitations completely. I especially like Dr.
Strange’s plot twist of an ending, which I
won’t say here for the sake of preventing
spoilers, but I guarantee was awesome!
The special effects like the mirror
world and weapons mentioned earlier, as
well as the ‘astral projections’ of different characters, were a nice touch to a
magical film. I liked all the work that
went into this and the different character
development arcs for the main characters. Overall, the film was great and I
would definitely watch it again given the
chance.

Lifestyle

Kanye
West
Hospitalized
Artist’s hard work has finally caught up to him
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Seun Ladipo

er, Runaway, and Power. Although as the Tour
Progressed into some of the more recent shows
Lifestyle Editor
he began to rant on about different corporate inOver the past year Kanye West has seen a
stitutions and even the past election. This continsort of artistic Renaissance through outlets of meued until November 19, 2016 when Kanye West
dia and medium alike. With the popularization of
was preforming in Sacramento, California in the
the Yeezy Originals clothing line, The Yeezy x
Golden 1 Center and was about 40 shows into The
Adidas line of footwear, and his latest album
Saint Pablo Tour. This concert had left fans of
dubbed The Life of Pablo, Kanye has seen an exKanye west very disappointed as many had paid
ponential increase to his popularity in recent
hundreds of dollars to witness the artist in full
times. With all of this Kanye West had planned
effect but, were instead left with a 30-minute
over 60 concerts for his Saint Pablo Tour, this
concert and a monologue about Kanye’s societal
year from August to December with no more than
and political opinions.
a few days in between each. Although due to some
This fiasco had let to the subsequent cancircumstances he has taken small hiatus from his Kanye West on stage during his Tour.
cellation of all of the concerts after this date with
Saint Pablo Tour, due to some circumstances in Photo courtesy of Complex.com
no sign of them being rescheduled. It was also
his life.
reported that Kanye West had checked into a
Kanye West had a show in Washington DC on September 8th of this year. On
hospital following the Sacramento concert. Many different speculations have
the same day he had unveiled many pieces from his clothing line on a Yeezy
been said about his state of mental health, with sources stating that he hadn’t
Originals fashion show of which he had earlier that same day. Kanye West from
slept in a week or that he was suffering from a mental breakdown of some sort.
then on traveled to Atlanta to have concert after concert with no more than a day
As none of this can be completely confirmed we do know a few facts about the
or two in between each. As if Kanye West was not busy enough he had released a
situation. Kanye West had obviously been extremely busy in these past few
pair of shoes on October 15, September 24, and three on this past black Friday.
months with many different things on his public agenda and I assume even more
The Saint Pablo Tour was a very sought after concert tour with tickets selling
on his personal agenda. Also Kanye wests mother Donda West had passed away
out in many venues across the united states. In true Kanye West fashion every
in the month of November years ago potentially making this time of the year
venue was outfitted with his personal very unorthodox floating stage which
very hard for the man. All we can assure is that no one should wish such distress
would travel around with him to each show. Until this point his tour had been
on any such person and people should only hope the best for any one in Kanye’s
going well with him performing songs from his previous albums such as Strongsituation.

Its Better to Be Sick of School Than Actually Sick
Black Powell
Staff Writer
It is getting to the time of the year where people start feeling awful and becoming sick with viruses or what now. When at a school such as Rose-Hulman, it
is critical to make it to your classes. So if you miss one or two days because of an
illness, that could be the difference in a letter grade. Of course you can do the
typical procedure of getting the required medical shots and washing your hands
often but it really comes down to more than that when so many people are catching illnesses in a period of time.
All it takes is some type of close contact to acquire someone else’s illness so a
few guidelines to follow include…
Don’t wash your dishes in the restroom sinks
Do people usually take their food with them to the restroom? Typically, no.
So why would they want to clean their dishes in the same room? It may be more
convenient to wash dishes in the restroom but one can actually get sick this way
because of how many people use that restroom so there are a lot of germs floating around and one can catch illness from these germs because restrooms become contaminated really easily and these germs will spread just as easily.
Not sharing drinks or food with others
This is a more obvious guideline but it is just as important to follow! Don’t
share food or drinks with anyone yet alone at this time of the year. Sharing food
and drinks is huge because it seems so innocent yet it is a direct transfer of one’s
fluids and germs to another person which can potentially cause an illness.
When working out, disinfect the equipment before using it
A lot of people use the benches, barbells, dumbbells, free weights, etc. so one
can only imagine how much sweat and bacteria is left behind after each person’s
use. So to prevent illness from the transfer of one’s germs to another, it is in best
benefit to sanitize the equipment not only before one uses it but also when one is
finished as common curtesy to the next person.
Avoid second hand smoke
When someone is smoking, the smoke can contain germs with potential to
make someone ill. All it takes is for someone to come within a few feet of the
smoke and it is considered close contact because the smoke can enter your body
through one’s nostrils, mouth, etc. so avoid being in overcrowded/dense spaces
where one’s breath or smoke could be transferred to another.

Wash and Dry Properly
When finished showering, make sure to dry off every crease as it is possible
that the water contains germs that could dry up in between the cracks of one’s
toes and lead to athlete’s foot or other related sicknesses/rashes. In addition to
this, don’t share hygiene products or accessories with others as this is also a direct transfer of one to another.
I know that illness will still happen and it isn’t possible to completely avoid
getting sick but the more prepared and precautious one is then the better chance
they have of not becoming ill.

Washing dishes in a proper sink is a way to easily avoid germs.
Photo courtesy of the Chicago Tribune

The State of Technology
Seun Ladipo
Lifestyle Editor

The new Apple Macbook only has one usb type-c outlet. This is the only outlet
on the entire body of the laptop.
Photo courtesy of MKBHD on Youtube
Since 2000 we have seen many different advancements in technology. From the speed of computing to the size of electronics it always
seems as if technology is breaking down a new barrier every week. In
this article I am going to discuss a few different technologies that we
currently have and possibly a few insights that may be slated for the
future.
In the world of resolution and quality we have seen many different
technological advancements in multiple mediums. For example, we

have seen the revolution of the quality of televisions with even the great
1080p being dethroned by the much crisper 4k resolution. The technology from these same monitors and televisions have also come a long
way from their CRT days as they have been getting smaller and smaller
ever since their creation. Although these displays have been getting
thinner they have also evolved in other ways as the actual display sizes
are larger than ever.
In the realm of an ever growing market of smart phones and other
cellular devices, consumer technology has reached a level in which you
can have the processing power of the entire world of a few decades ago
all in the palm of your hand. Popular companies such as Apple and
Samsung have been the leaders of this domain for years although due to
a few interesting decisions and mishaps, such as the lack of a headphone jack and the explosive situation with the Galaxy Note 7, other
competition has been given a chance to shine their light in this market.
There have been phones such as the OnePlus 3 that has an astronomical
6gb of RAM at half the price of phones of comparable value. Even companies such as Google have put their own phone into the game with the
new Pixel that prides itself on its utilization of cloud storage. Ten years
ago cell phones were just that —cellular phones—then these same devices evolved into smartphones. It seems today as if these devices have become an extension of our daily lives as they serve as autonomous personal assistants, notepads, wallets, and have taken the place of many
different items in our personal lives.
In all we see that technology has taken a drastic leap in the past few
years and with the simplicity of different products they are being easily
integrated into our lives. Such as the choices by Apple to change their
products by implanting only one media outlet on their new MacBook.
Technologic changes will always exist as long as we progress into better
and more advanced machines. Whether we like them or not they are all
a part of the path to our technological future.

Opinions
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“People are leaving family and
friends in lieu of getting a discount
on cheaper produced goods. It’s the
opposite of Thanksgiving.”

A proper Thanksgiving table. Notice there are no coupons.

“How authoritarian do you align?”

“Who do you most align with?”

Thaddeus Hughes
Opinions Editor
Something happened. It was slow, it was quiet. It isn’t even documented.
Somewhere along the line, we started looking to politicians for leadership.
Every time I hear a cantor in church say “pray for world leaders,” I get confused. We don’t have world leaders. We have some people trying to be world
leaders, but luckily they haven’t fully succeeded. When many of my friends were
saying Clinton would be a more effectual leader than Trump, I was disheartened; I wouldn’t want either as my boss; they wouldn’t be my leader regardless.
I wouldn’t follow their directions to a restroom.
With words like “they’re a unifier” and “they can get things done,” it’s often
forgotten what exactly politicians are sent to Washington to do. Senators and
Representatives are sent to represent. They are not sent to tell their constituents
how to conduct their lives. The constituents are the leaders and the representatives the followers. They are sent not as generals, but gladiators.
The executive branch appears to be one of leadership at first, but only when
you look at their true responsibilities- commanding the army, vetoing or pass-

Anarchist

Left

Right

“How politically right do you align?”

“Who are you voting for?”

Authoritarian

Photo via thanksgiving.com

ing bills, appointments, etc., but this responsibility to lead does not extend to
the American people. The state of the union address should be less of a motivational speech and more of a true status update; patchnotes.
To be clear, I understand the republican process and have good respect for
it over democracy. Republicanism allows for swift action when necessary. However, the fact that senators and representatives ought to use their personal
judgement does not mean constituents values are not to be the driving factor.
Perhaps Donald Trump is testament to this, and a giant wake up call that
religious statism needs to end. Modern man has come to make “illegal” and
“immoral” the same word, just like how it made “democratic” synonymous with
“good”.
Our leaders do not sit in Washington, they reside in our churches, our
households, and most importantly, our minds. History has proven repeatedly
that strong convictions are not changed by government policy, only the convictions of the complacent are. If you fear a demagogue, perhaps the problem
doesn’t lie with that possibility, but with unrooted philosophy.
Our founding fathers are rolling in their graves at our sheepishness.

Sports
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Who Made the Playoffs?

RHIT SPORTS BOX SCORES

Blake Powell

RHIT Men’s Basketball

Staff Writer
Tension has been high in Division 1 football as every game is critical as to which teams will be
granted a playoff berth. This year there have been several legitimate candidates in the chasing of
the top four spots to contend for the National Championship: Alabama, Clemson, Ohio State University, Washington, Penn State University, Michigan, Wisconsin, and debatably a few others.
However, only four of those teams are granted a spot to contend for the National title and those
four teams are Alabama, Clemson, Ohio State University and Washington.
Alabama has been a dominant force all season as they take the one seed in the playoffs and
finished the season off with an impressive SEC Championship game win against 15th ranked team
Florida. Alabama beat Florida 54-16 but this isn’t just a one time thing. Over the course of the season Alabama has only allowed an average of 12 points per game while scoring 40 points per game.
Alabama outscored their opponents by about 38 points each game which lead to their 13 win season thus far.
Clemson has not had as dominant of a season but they still came out with the second seed in
the playoff run. Clemson just won the ACC Championship game by beating the 18th ranked VA
Tech team 42-35. Clemson is only one point away from perfection this season as their record is 12
-1 with their one loss coming from a 43-42 loss to Pittsburgh.
Ohio State has had a rough season compared to Alabama and Clemson and they are the only
team in the playoffs this year that didn’t win their conference. Ohio State finished with a 11-1 record as their one loss came from Penn State University by 3 points, 24-21. Penn State had the head
to head match up against Ohio State so Penn State went on to win the Big 10 Championship game.
However, the committee found Ohio State as a better team for the playoffs and that is how Ohio
State earned their spot.
Washington took the fourth seed in the playoffs as they won the PAC-12 against the 11th
ranked Colorado in a blow out of 41-10. Washington is known for their explosive offense as they
have put up impressive numbers all year. With that being said, they are the underdog going into
the playoffs.

Blake Powell
Staff Writer

Our Men’s Basketball team is getting better game after
game as we have a very young team as 11 of the 18 players
on the team are only freshmen or sophomores. The team
has had a few rough games as they have fallen to a 1-3 record but it is still very early so they still have time to bounce
back.

MEN’S BASKETBALL

1

2

FINAL

ROSE-HULMAN

32

37

69

Mt. St. Joseph

39

34

73

Standout Performers
John Czarnecki– 18 points , 4 rebounds, 1 assist
Stephen Scueth– 5 points, 7 rebounds, 3 assists
Ben Chasteen– 0 points, 0 rebounds, 0 assists

RHIT Women’s Basketball
Why CFP Should Keep a Four Team Playoff
John Chilton
Sports Editor and Business Manager

Blake Powell
Staff Writer

Rose-Hulman’s Womens basketball team is starting off
the season hot as their record in their first seven games is 52 while winning both of their road games so far. It is early
but our Women’s team is in second place for the HCAC.
However, they are favored to win the conference and it is
more than possible with the way they’ve been rolling over
teams.

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

1

2

3

4

FINAL

ROSE-HULMAN

20

17

10

12

59

Mt. St. Joseph

3

1

7

12

23

Standout Performers
Taylor Graham– 10 points, 1 rebound, 2 steals
Josie Schmidt– 9 points, 7 rebounds, 1 assist

.

The division 1 College Football Playoffs.
Photo by Sporting News

Intramural Standings

Residence B

GP STREAK

TEAM NAME

W

L

T

Delta Sig

1

0

0

1

W1

1st

Pike Garnet

1

0

0

1

W1

1st

Pike Gold

1

0

0

1

W1

1st

Fiji B

1

0

0

1

W1

1st

ATO B

0

1

0

1

L1

2nd

Cat Salads

0

1

0

1

L1

2nd

Sigma Nu

0

1

0

1

L1

2nd

Triangle B

0

1

0

1

L1

2nd

GP STREAK

Volleyball

STANDING

STANDING

TEAM NAME

W

L

T

MonSTARS

1

0

0

1

W1

1st

BSBreak Yo Ankles

1

0

0

1

W1

1st

TakeA Shot for Har

1

0

0

1

W1

1st

Deming 2D

1

0

0

1

W1

1st

Scharpenballers

0

1

0

1

L1

2nd

Grand Theft Rondo

0

1

0

1

L1

2nd

Beta Sigma Beta

0

1

0

1

L1

2nd

Hoops I Did it Again

0

1

0

1

L1

2nd

TEAM NAME

W

L

T

GP

STREAK

STANDING

BSBlock Party

1

0

0

1

W1

1st

Pop a Volley

1

0

0

1

W1

1st

Dad Jeans

1

0

0

1

W1

1st

West Sets

1

0

0

1

W1

1st

Set to Kill

1

0

0

1

W1

1st

D() For Harambe

0

1

0

1

L1

2nd

Stay Low

0

1

0

1

L1

2nd

Heads, Shouldes

0

1

0

1

L1

2nd

That’s What She Set

0

1

0

1

L1

2nd

Our Name Wasn’t

0

1

0

1

L1

2nd

Residence B

Greel B

Basketball

Flipside
The HORRORscopes
We only use the realest of real horrorscoping technology here on the SideFlip. We determine your future
and past by throwing finals out the window and sobbing quietly into our pillows. We hope that you find
our process to be accurate and scientific.
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CANCER: Your lucky item today is a left SAGITARIUS: Purple or green or any
-handed fork. Beware! If you take a right- other colored clouds are not usual. Don’t
handed one with you, you will be cursed. listen to Libra today.
LEO: Today is the day to do the dance of CAPRICORN: You will be plagued by
the colorful peacock. Courting someone cheerful and happy people. Please ignore
will have some interesting outcomes.
them, for they are ignorant of the day
VIRGO: Your world will be turned on its that is Monday.

ARIES: Waiting for the elevator to come head today by an obnoxious person with
is like taking the stairs, only with less cal- a lisp. At least they’re cute.
ories lost. Get it?
LIBRA: Go and stare at the clouds today.
TAURUS: The stars are telling me that
If you’re lucky, you will catch the rare atyour food pairing today is ice cream
mospheric event of ‘colored clouds’ that’s
and… bacon. Choose wisely.
to occur at local noon.
GEMINI: Shouting “30 milligrams,
SCORPIO: The smell of dead mice may
STAT!” today in a crowded place, will
begin to affect you today. If it has not alcertainly be more amusing than what’s
ready.
on TV.

AQUARIUS: Rose is known to be full of
socially inept people, so it’s okay to act
like a chimpanzee for a few hours… or
days.
PISCES: You are neither cunning nor
weasel-like, it’s best to leave comedy up
to the professionals. Otherwise, you
wouldn’t be at Rose.

WACKY PROF
QUOTES
“There are extra rungs on the ladder
of screwedness.”
-Dr. Kawano
There are extra rungs on more
than just that ladder, Professor...
“The natural state of coding is frustration and failure.”
-Dr. Holder
I thought it was drunkenness.
That’s when I do my best work.
“If you attend Rose-Hulman, you
must be a perfectionist, right?”
-Dr. Song
If A, then B… yup, makes sense.
“I have a special connection with a
baseball bat with the person in
charge of scheduling Finals Week. It
will be 8 am on Monday...”
-Dr. Simoni
Well, at least its not 6pm on Thursday...
“ I was hoping for something more
graphic.”
-Dr. Holden
I think we all were, Professor...

Did your prof say something hilarious or just great out of context? We
want to here about it! Send your
quotes with who said it to thornflipside@rose-hulman.edu.

Energy
1. Scrooge McDuck for Treasury

6. Snoop Dogg for Head of D.E.A.

2. Judge Judy for Attorney General

7. Paul Blart for Head of Homeland
Security

3. Dr. Oz for Surgeon General

4. Elmer Fudd for Secretary of Interi- 8. Mystery, Inc. for F.B.I.
or
9. Fat Albert for Director of F.D.A.
5. The Energizer Bunny for Dept. of

10. Satan for Secretary of State

11. Andrew Jackson (via Ouija board)
for Chairman of the Fed
12. Jeb! for Refreshments
13. Mr. T for Secretary of Defense
14. Elmo for Dept. of Education
15. Thomas the Tank Engine for Dept.
of Transportation

Welcome back everyone! Everyone have a good break? Great (or not so great, depending on your answer)! Now, it’s time to start counting down to our next one.
Christmas break starts 16 days from now! Wow, it’ll be here and gone before you know it! Anyway, if you have any comments or questions, feel free to send an email
To: Thorn Flipside. I’m always looking for some new material, especially comic ideas. I’m sure you’ve noticed that they’ve been lagging lately. That’s all for now! -LLS

